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Learning models of camera control for imitation in
football matches
Anthony Dearden and Yiannis Demiris1 and Oliver Grau2
Abstract. In this paper, we present ongoing work towards a system
capable of learning from and imitating the movement of a trained
cameraman and his director covering a football match. Useful fea-
tures such as the pitch and the movement of players in the scene are
detected using various computer vision techniques. In simulation, a
robotic camera trains its own internal model for how it can affect
these features. The movement of a real cameraman in an actual foot-
ball game can be imitated by using this internal model.
1 Introduction
Imitation is a useful way to indirectly transfer knowledge from one
agent to another by simply demonstrating the action to the imitator.
In this paper, we investigate a particular scenario where this transfer
of knowledge can be used to teach robotic cameras how to move in
a football match. This scenario has useful applications in both sim-
ulation and real-world scenarios. In football computer games such
as Pro Evolution Soccer, the movement of the camera during play
and automated highlights is generated using pre-programmed con-
trol. The movement would be much more natural if it was imitating
the movement of actual cameras during a football match. This would
also save the programmer the effort of having to create the control
algorithms. In actual football matches, up to 20 cameras can be used
to provide coverage for a match, each requiring a human operator.
Using robotic cameras, automated human-like camera control would
give the broadcaster the ability to cover more matches or use more
cameras viewpoints. Imitating not just camera movement, but also
how the camera shots are selected by a director would enable the
entire coverage process to be automated.
It would be advantageous if a robotic camera could be rapidly
placed in a viewpoint, learn the effects that it has on a current lo-
cation and then move accordingly based on the state of the game. To
test the feasibility of this approach we implement a learning system
on a football simulator, which learns to imitate the camera move-
ments of a trained cameraman, by inverting the learnt effects that its
own actions have on the visual field. We test the system on real data,
provided by BBC Research, to demonstrate successful learning of the
first step of the final system. Current work focuses on understanding
the actions of groups of players, so the robotic camera can learn a
model of the movement of human cameraman in terms of how the
players are moving.
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2 Extracting feature information from real and
simulated football games
Before a robotic camera can understand the scene it is in, or is try-
ing to imitate, it is first necessary to extract features from a scene
which give the robot information about its own state and the state
of other important features like the players. This section describes
the image processing steps necessary to extract information about
the movement of the camera and the position of players in the game.
The same algorithms are applied to both the real and the simulated
football match. The real data is taken from the feed from the cen-
tral ‘spotter’ camera during the Everton vs Manchester City game in
November 2005. The simulation was created using OpenGL to ren-
der a basic football game with players and line markings. The list of
features which can be extracted from video sequences are shown in
table 1.
Table 1. List of features that can be extracted from football video data and
the information it provides.
Feature Information provided
Pitch region information Position of camera relative to pitch, change
of camera shot by director
Skin region information Close-up shots, crowd shots
Optical flow information Approximate movement of camera
Player tracking High-level state of game (e.g. who has
possession)
2.1 Finding the pitch and player regions in a video
Figure 1 gives an overview of the computer vision process used to
extract player regions. The basic idea behind the process is to subtract
the distinctive green colour of the pitch to leave regions which are
likely to be players. This idea has been used on numerous previous
occasions e.g. [16].
The colour of the pitch is represented as a one- or two-dimensional
histogram in HSV colour space. This histogram is back-projected
onto each image and then, with a threshold applied, a binary pitch
mask can be obtained. To estimate the entire pitch region, the pixels
on the binary image are grouped into regions. By calculating the con-
vex hull of the largest regions, the area in the image which the pitch
covers can be calculated. Knowing the pitch regions in the image
enables the tracking to be simplified by removing clutter from the
crowd regions. The shape and position of the pitch region can also
give information about the location on the pitch on which the camera
is focused. As the colour of the pitch may drift over the duration of
the match the histogram can be recursively updated by calculating
the histogram of the pitch region excluding player regions.
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Figure 1. Overview of the region extraction process
Once the pitch region has been detected, player regions can be
located by finding regions within the pitch region that do not cor-
respond to the pitch colour. The regions can be filtered accord-
ing to their area in the image, being separated into player regions
and ‘other’ regions. These ‘other’ regions include noise and regions
which are markings on the pitch.
The same technique for extracting the pitch regions can be used
to detect regions of skin colour - this is a useful feature for detect-
ing when a particular camera is doing a close-up shot on one of the
players.
2.2 Tracking players
Many of the cameras being used to provide coverage for a football
match have the sole purpose of tracking the action occurring in the
game. Important information about the state of the game can be found
from the position and movement of the players on each team; this is
obviously an extremely useful feature for any robotic camera wishing
to perform imitation.
Tracking footballers in video is made difficult by occlusions; other
players or even the referee can obscure the information about a
tracked player, as shown in figure 2; this is especially common dur-
Figure 2. When players occlude each other, maintaining tracking can be
difficult as the player region data (right) is ambiguous
ing tackles, set-pieces and action in front of the goal. Overcoming the
problem of occlusions can be done by fusing data frommultiple cam-
era sources, with the idea that the ambiguity will not be present from
all angles [10, 9]. However, this adds to the complexity of the system;
the goal here is to have a tracking system that can work directly from
the image from a single moving camera tracking the action. Several
techniques have been used previously to disambiguate player regions
from a single camera source [7]. The first, also used here, is to apply
morphological operators to erode close regions, hoping that they will
split apart. Another method is to track the players using a graph rep-
resentation, whereby the spatial relationship of players before a col-
lision is stored so tracking can be continued when there is no longer
an occlusion.
To track players, here we use a particle filter. Particle filters have
become extremely popular in recent years as a method for Bayesian
tracking without the restrictive assumptions of linearity and Gaussian
distributions of a Kalman filter [17, 1]. One aspect of particle filters
which makes them especially useful in this situation is their ability to
simultaneously maintain multiple hypotheses of the state of a tracked
object. More details of the algorithm implementation and results can
be found in [5].
Figure 3 shows sample frames from the sequences, together with
the tracked positions of the two players. The particle filter is able
to maintain tracking of both players, despite the occlusion occurring.
As expected, when the occluding players separate again, the particles
spread into multiple groups because of the increased uncertainty.
2.3 Estimating camera movement in a video
A useful source of information about the position of the camera in
the scene comes from how it moves. To extract this information from
a video sequence we use the KLT optical flow algorithm to track the
movement of pixel-level features in the scene [12]. The pitch and
player regions extracted above can be used to limit the points tracked
to ones on the pitch; players will usually move independently of the
camera. As the real camera moves across the scene, the low-level
features leave the field of view, and new, untracked regions enter the
scene. The algorithm continuously scans for new features to track
and adds them to the list of points being tracked so that there is a
continuous stream of tracked point features available. covering the
entire image. The information from multiple points can also be com-
bined by taking the average velocity of all points to give an overall
metric of the camera’s movement.
3 Imitating camera movement
Internal models are structures or processes that replicate the be-
haviour of an external process [11]. They have been hypothesised to
Figure 3. Frames from the tracking of two players. The last frame of player one is empty because the player has left the field of view. The black arrow in the
particle represents the estimated velocity of the player. The players being tracked have been manually highlighted in the top images in black for player 1 and
grey for player 2
exist in the the human central nervous system, for example to over-
come the time delay of feedback from proprioception [18]. Giving a
robot the ability to perform an internal simulation of external process
enables it to simulate the effects of its actions internally before physi-
cally executing them. They enable a robot to predict the sensory con-
sequences of its motor actions as forward models, or to estimate the
motor commands that will lead to a desired state as inverse models
[3]. They can be used for imitation by using a simulation theory ap-
proach [8, 13]. By using the internal models of its own motor system,
a robot can understand and therefore imitate the actions it observes a
demonstrator taking [6].
An inverse model could be programmed in using hard-coded soft-
ware to track features on the pitch and thus estimate the position of
the camera. The tracking problem in football is quite constrained,
and unlike camera movement in other situations, there are reference
points in the form of the pitch markings available that could be used.
This approach is taken in [15]. A more generic solution would be to
allow the robot to learn the internal model for itself through explo-
ration. This would make the system applicable to other situations,
and no effort is required by the programmer to come up with an al-
gorithm for the inverse model.
In this work, the robot’s actions are its pan, tilt and zoom com-
mands; the camera is assumed to be stationary in the scene; a valid
assumption for most cameras used in a football match. The sensory
information it receives is provided by the computer vision features
described in section 2, and listed in table 1. In this initial work we will
just be focusing on using the optical flow information. The robotic
camera needs to learn internal models which represent the effects its
motor commands have on the optical flow data it receives back.
The internal models are represented either with radial basis func-
tions or using the non parametric K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algo-
rithm [2]. Radial basis functions had the benefit of being naturally
smooth function approximators, whereas the KNN algorithm trains
much faster3, and allows the learnt forward model to be easily in-
3 training speed on a simulated camera is less of an issue than on an actual
robot, where training time is limited
verted and used as an inverse model to predict the motor command
that can be used to recreate a particular movement. The KNN al-
gorithm was implemented by storing the set of previous motor com-
mands, the pan and tilt values, and the corresponding feature vectors,
the optical flow velocity vector of image. To use a set as a forward
model is a case of finding the K motor commands nearest to the one
to be predicted for, each having a distance, d from the desired com-
mand. The corresponding K features for each of these commands can
then be averaged to provide the predicted feature outputs. The aver-
age was weighted using a Gaussian kernel according to the distance,
d. To use the KNN technique for an inverse model requires perform-
ing the process in reverse.
To train the internal model, the robot needs to execute multiple
motor commands to produce a corresponding set of sensor data. In
previous work [4], exploration of the motor-space with a camera was
performed optimally so as to minimise the error in the internal model.
As the only results currently available are on a simulated camera, the
time taken for each camera to learn the internal model is less critical.
Furthermore, only 2 degrees of motor freedom were involved. There-
fore randommotor commands were used to provide the training data.
The robotic camera uses the internal model it has learnt to imitate
the movement of a trained camera man, and the optical flow features
from the movement of the real camera man are given to the inverse
model of the robotic camera. This will then output the motor com-
mands the model expects will most likely recreate this movement in
the robotic camera. The overview of this process is shown in figure 4.
Selected screenshots for the simulated robotic camera imitating a real
camera man are shown in figure 5. The left images are taken from the
movement of the professional cameraman, and the right images show
the simulated robotic camera’s attempt to imitate the movement. Us-
ing only the optical flow features for imitation has the benefit of the
robotic camera producing smooth, human like movement. Work is
currently ongoing to make use of other features to ensure that abso-
lute position information is used; as can be seen by the last frame,
the imitating camera has drifted significantly from the camera it is
imitating.
Figure 5. Frames 0, 100, 200 and 300 from the real football match and the imitating camera in simulation. The movement of the robotic camera is quite
smooth and ’human-like’. However, as the movement is imitated using dynamic information, the absolute error in the robotic camera’s position begins to
accumulate.
Figure 4. The imitation process using the learnt inverse model.
4 Discussion
The imitation the system performs so far is a mapping of one camera
movement onto another. For imitation to be more general, the inter-
nal models need to be learnt at a level of abstraction at which they
are applicable to any particular football match. It is intended that the
robotic camera would be capable of tracking the action in a football
match based on the actions taken by a professional cameraman with
respect to the current state of the game. Much of the work on ex-
tracting information on the state of the game has been completed;
the position of players on the pitch provides the most useful infor-
mation for this. Work is currently ongoing to augment the structure
of the inverse model so that camera movement is learnt as a function
of player movement, I.E, given how players are currently moving, a
robotic camera can move in the same way a human would move in
the same situation.
Beyond the level of the movement of an individual camera, there is
also the issue of how a human director switches between and sends
requests to each camera. We are working to produce a system that
can model and imitate this. The feature data that can currently be ex-
tracted provides useful information about the actions of the director.
Figure 6, for example, shows how one of the features, the amount of
Figure 6. How the size of the pitch detected on screen varies over time.
Rapid changes in this value can be used to detect when the director has
switched between cameras
pitch visible in the broadcast footage, varies over time. By detecting
rapid changes in this value, it is easy to split the final footage into
individual camera shots. A promising method for modelling these
scene changes at a higher level is the use of dynamic Bayesian net-
works, such as hidden Markov models [14]. The switching between
cameras given the state of the game can be modelled as sequence of
hidden discrete states. The transition model for these states - i.e. how
a human director switches between shots can be learnt using the low
level features described in this work as the training data.
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